The Journal of Armenian Orientalists, Iran-Nameh, was founded by Prof. Garnik Asatrian in May 1993 in Yerevan. Since 1996 it is published by the Caucasian Centre for Iranian Studies; before it was an independent scholarly periodical.

Being a pure academic Journal, Iran-Nameh includes also the publicistic materials on the political life of Armenia, Iran and the region. Working language is Armenian with short Persian summaries and content-lists in English and Russian.

Iran-Nameh covers all problems concerning various aspects of the history, culture, ethnography and archaeology of Iran and the countries of the region. Each issue has a rich review section on newly published literature in Oriental Studies.

Iran-Nameh is being published quarterly and very often as joint volumes.

To give a general idea about the Journal, we are presenting the English contents of the last four volumes, including eleven issues.

**BOOK REVIEWS & NOTES**

**NN24-25 (1996).**

- 52 pp.

- Fostering the Armenian-Iranian Relations (Editorial)
- Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Islamic Republic of Iran in the Caucasian Centre for Iranian Studies
- Conference on the Occasion of the 110th Anniversary of Academician Hovsep Orbeli in the Caucasian Centre for Iranian Studies
- Armenak Manoukian. Stalinist Repressions in Armenia (1930-1938)
- Gevorg Gharibian. Iran and Orient in the Poetry of Eghiadeh Charents
- Melikset Melkonian. (Posthumous publication). Avetik Isahakian and Iran
- Gourgen Melikian. Djirduz: From the Microtoponymy of Artsakh
- Giusto Traina (Perugia). On Movses Xorenaci II. 82: The Praise of Chronographia
- Isma'il Rayin (Short Biography)
- Hasmik Mekertchian. On the Arabic Sources of the "Healing-book of the horses" of Faradj the Syriac
- Academician L. Khurshudian - 70
- Vardan Voskanian. Zoophoric and Floral Names within the New Iranian Ethnonyms
- Vahe Boyajian. Aryan Ethnic Element among the Baluchis.
- Gevorg Stepanian. The Armenians of Nukhi and Aresh: Short Historical Survey
- [Travel notes: Devil worshipers]
- Garnik Asatian. Etymological Notes - V
- Ekaterina Khachatryan. Demiurge in the Bible and Qur'an: A Comparative Analysis
- Raya Amirbekian. Miniatures of the Sufi Manuscripts
- Arman Musinian. Kurdish tribes of the Iranian Province Ilam
- Lusine Tsatnian. Folk Medicine among the Turks of Ararat
- Lilit Davtian. Persian Decorative Art in the Armenian National Gallery

**NN 26-27-28 (1997).**

- 56 pp.

- Obituary Note
- Editorial: The first Anniversary of the Caucasian Centre for Iranian Studies
- Ayatollah Djanndari in the CCIS
- Vardan Balian. The Situation in Iran before the Revolution: Reforms were unavoidable
- Rouben Safrastian. Young Turks in 1910
- Ara Papian. The Empire of Trabzon and Aq-qoyunlu
- Aram Safarian. Armenian Typography in the School of Khalibian in Theodosia
- Lucia Ghazarian. Elaborating Persian Handbooks for the Armenian Secondary Schools at the CCIS
- Tork Dalalian. The Ossetes
- Vardan Voskanian. Zoophoric and Floral Names within the New Iranian Ethnonyms
- Vahe Boyajian. Afyan Ethnic Element among the Baluchis.
- Gevorg Stepanian. The Armenians of Nukhi and Aresh: Short Historical Survey
- [Travel notes: Devil worshipers]
- Garnik Asatian. Etymological Notes - V
- Ekaterina Khachatryan. Demiurge in the Bible and Qur'an: A Comparative Analysis
- Raya Amirbekian. Miniatures of the Sufi Manuscripts
- Arman Musinian. Kurdish tribes of the Iranian Province Ilam
- Lusine Tsatnian. Folk Medicine among the Turks of Ararat
- Lilit Davtian. Persian Decorative Art in the Armenian National Gallery
Samvel Ramazian. Kyor-Oghly: The Turkic heroic Epos (Article three)
Tork Dalalian. On the Armenian Route of Xenophon
Naini Petrossian. Miscellaneous Armeno-Turkica
Notes on Some Religious Sects in Kurdistan

Book Reviews & Notes

- Editorial (The 5th Anniversary of "Iran-Nameh")
- H.-R. Nikkar Esfahani. "Iran-Nameh", the Burning Torch of Iranistics
- Sergey Vardanian. From the History of the Study of the Muslim Armenians of Hamshen
- Ashot Melkonian. Demographic Changes in Djavakh and Akhalsikha in the first Quarter of the 19th century
- Armenak Manoukian. Stalinist Persecutions among the national Minorities of Armenia (The Case of the "Yazidi Insurgent Group")
- Gegham Badalain. Kurdish Principalties (Hükümet) in the Eyalet of Van from the 18th century of the 40-s of the 19th century
- Hamlet Petrossian. Decipherment of the Cryptographic Inscription of Dadi-vank Monastery
- Vahe Boyajian. The Baluchis
- Laura Shekoyan. From the History of Persian Language Armenian Press in Iran
- Gegham Kirakosian. Political Situation in Western Armenia in the 70-s of the 15th century
- News from the Caucasian Centre for Iranian Studies
- Rouben Ghazarian. The Etymology of Arm. K'ajol
- Aram Simonian. The Armenian Refugees in Iran in the first months after the Sovetization of Zangezour (July-November, 1921)
- Tork Dalalian. The Earliest Attestation of the Toponym Afghanistan
- Samvel Ramazian. Kyor-Oghly: The Turkic heroic Epos (Article five)
- Sargis Haroutyunian. Arm. Haroutyunian - 70
- Aram Safarian. Armenian Typography in New Nakhchivan and Rostov on Don in the second half of the 19th century
- Armenak Manoukian. Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Armenian Soviet Republic and the Stalinist Repressions in the 30s
- Vardan Voskanian. Geographical Distribution of the Gurans
- Obituary: Academician Gagik Sarkissian

Dmitry Kedrin. Dowry (a Poem on Firdousi). Translation into Armenian from Russian by Mkrtich Mkrtchian
Samvel Ramazian. Kyor-Oghly: The Turkic heroic Epos (Article four)

Book Reviews & Notes

- Lendrush Khurshedjian. The Armenian National Ideology
- Hakob Chakavian. Kurdish National Movement Today: The Case of Abdulla Ocalan
- Hamlet Gevorgian. Yeprem-khan
- Samuel Karapetian. The Kolani tribe in Artsakh
- Aivard Avagian. The Birth-Rituals of the Armenians of Iran
- Munzir Djomerd. Duzgin in the Pantheon of the Zazas of Dersim (Translation from the Turkish with commentaries)
- Sargis Haroutyunian. Academician Orbeli and the Armenian Folk Tradition
- Raya Amrbekeian. The Miniatures of "Khosrov and Shin" of Djami (1506)
- Hayrapet margarian. The Jews in Georgia
- Ekaterina Khachatrian. Rabi'a Adawiyya in the Sufi Hagiography
- Avag Haroutyunian. Armenian-Kurdish Treaty of 20 November, 1919
- Opening Address of Prof. Garnik Asatrian to the Conference "Iran & Armenia"
- Obituary: Dr. Alexan Khachatian
- Aram Safarian. Simeon Gyulamirian and his Periodical "Arax"
- Poetry: Mkrtich Grigorian. Inspired by Hafez
- News in Avestic Studies (by G. Asatrian)
- Anna Aydinian. Black Kite in the Late Medieval Armenian Folk Poetry
- Vardan Eghiazarian. Brave Youth in the Late Medieval Armenian Folk Poetry
- Murad Cholani. The Borders of the 18th Achaemenian province
- News from the Caucasian Centre for Iranian Studies
- Rafayel Tsatianian. Soviet Troops in Afghanistan
- Emil Hakopian. The Last Testament of Archbishop Nerses Melik-Tangian
- The Armenian Gypsies (Bosha) Today
- Garnik Asatrian. Ahura Mazda in Dersim
- Obituary: Academician Mkrtich Nersissian
- Vahe Boyajian. The Baluchis in "Shahnameh"

Book Reviews & Notes